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Soap. It’s that important!
Soap Cycling collects lightly used soap from hotels that would otherwise go
to waste, recycles it and brings it into the hands of those who need it the
most.

VISION
Soap Cycling’s vision is to use soap recycling as a tool to engage the local
community and inspire the next generation to reach their full potential in
leading the way to a more sustainable future.

MISSION
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SOAP CYCLING — 2019 YEAR IN REVIEW
— This all is Soap Cycling
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
— Mr Justen Li
Dear Soap Cycliners
It is my great honour to serve again in Soap Cycling. Dating back in 2012, I was still a student at the University of Hong Kong. It
was then that I met Professor David Bishop, Founder of Soap Cycling. I was one of the founding members, carrying soap around,
trying different soap-scraping methods and sharing the organization inside the school campus. Seven years later, while I am now
a practising lawyer at the hotel industry, I felt obliged to serve the society in multiple ways – including a return to Soap Cycling, a
place that helped me and nurtured me.
2019 saw new heights for Soap Cycling’s operations and recycling numbers, but we are not just an “environmental project” – we aim
to engage the community and tap the potential of the next generation through soap recycling. In 2019, we continued to expand
our MEY (美) program, employing Minorities, Elders and Youths in our community to assist in our operations. We also continued our
Student Internship program at the University of Hong Kong – one of our core ways to empower our youths to obtain real experience
in dealing with various stakeholders and aspects of an organization.
One of the highlights of 2019 was the launch of G.R.E.E.N. Hospitality Conference, as supported by the Sustainable Development
Fund of the HKSAR. Over 150 participants from the hospitality industry joined the event where sustainable practices and solutions
were discussed. It was one of our key steps to assist the industry to research and create lasting and scalable waste solutions.
Soap Cycling also saw great growth in many of our overseas programs. We now have a very strong presence in several Asian regions
including mainland China, Singapore, and Myanmar. In 2019 we have hosted various service trips where our students and our team
went to these regions to distribute our soap and hygiene kits for the community.
All in all, SC continued to be a platform for youth education – but we do not want to stop there. We want to empower other
disadvantaged groups such as elders, persons with diabilities, ethnic minorities, refugees. We want to create a community in which
different stakeholders can contribute equally and passionately for the better social and environmental good. As we march towards
a new decade, we also welcome a new General Manager in Hong Kong, Mr. Ronald Ho who has extensive experience in local charity
and recycling programs. Together we shall continue to strive for excellence for both our environmental and empowerment actions.
Yours Sincerely,
Justen Li
CHAIRMAN

Being Asia’s largest soap recycling charity motivated us to further improve our
operations.
In 2019, while the numbers for processing and providing soap for improved hygiene
kept expanding, Soap Cycling deepened its impact by linking all 3 elements in our
circle closer together.
4
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2019 by the Numbers
Environment:

Volunteers:

Volunteer Sessions:

Waste solutions for hospitality industry

Hong Kong 		

3,645

Hong Kong 		

161

Items collected:

Mainland China

1,850

Mainland China

60

Singapore		1,830

Singapore		

31

Total		

Total		

=
No of hotels collected from
(by country)

17,545 kg

The weight of 13 Cars

Soap Bars

Hong Kong SAR:			
56
Singapore:				 7
Korea: 				
3
Japan: 				 14
Mainland China: 		
128

Total: 			

208

306 kg

7,325

Hygiene:

Fabrics

Better hygiene thanks to free soap

=
10,737 kg

*As the data of our regional offices are shown separately in the report, the data shown below ONLY refers to soaps collected by the Hong Kong office.

The weight of 4
full-grown elephants

Amenity Bottles

Total distribution OUTSIDE HK

600

Rice Bags

=

Empowerment:

16,542 kg

Dignified work and social inclusion

Soap Bars

49

580

MEY Hours Worked

Student Interns:
Hong Kong 		
62
Mainland China

22

Singapore		16

Enough to fill 2
large buses

640

Hygiene Kits

Total distribution INSIDE HK

MEY Program

MEY Events

252

32

MEY Workers

1,496 kg

=

Soap Bars

No. of training hours for
interns:

7,440 hr

1,193 Litres

The weight
of 1 car

=
22,854
Hygiene Kits

+

Big Amenity Bottles

540 Litres

The area of
20+ tennis
courts

=

Small Amenity Bottles

=

1,285 kg
Plastic

The weight
of 3 horses

Total: 25,872 kg
Equivalent to 9
large fish-tanks
NEXT PAGE
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ENVIRONMENT

04. Speech at G.R.E.E.N Conference

Conference
The highlight of the conference was a good attendee
base which was a mix of hotel professionals who were
either from sustainability departments or operation roles
complemented by solution providers primarily from social
enterprises.
01 & 02. Discussion Panels and sessions at the G.R.E.E.N Hospitality

Hotel Partnership Together for
sustainability
Soap Cycling has grown its hotel
partnership network in Hong Kong
and overseas. We are working to
deepen the collaboration with the
hotels beyond mere collection.
Together with the management
and staff we work actively to
promote environmentally friendly
business practices and discover
new solutions.

Sustainability promotion: G.R.E.E.N. Hospitality Conference
The inaugural G.R.E.E.N. Hospitality Conference that took place on 26 April
2019 at Cordis Hotel (Hong Kong) was a great success. The event attracted
over 160 hospitality professionals, enterprises specializing in sustainable
solutions, NGOs and charities unequivocal about their respective causes
from human rights to food waste and poverty alleviation to explore
options and strategies for the continual growth and strengthening of
the hospitality industry while maintaining industry-wide sustainability
standards.

“Sustainability is a second language for all
of us and nobody speaks it fluently, and the
G.R.E.E.N. Hospitality Conference provided
a great mix of panels and interactive
workshops to equip attendees with the
knowledge to make sustainable choices.”
said Eric Ricaurte, founder and CEO of
Greenview.

Waste Recycling Solutions for a greener hospitality industry
Since 2019, Soap Cycling has been collaborating with a major player in
plastic recycling in Hong Kong. The company supports our collection
logistics and Soap Cycling pre-sorts the plastic from bottled amenities for
them. Together, we are working to facilitate expanding plastic collection
from hotels directly, e.g. plastic water bottles.

8

03. More single use plastic is recycled.

05. Eric Ricaurte, founder and CEO of Greenview
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06. Credit Suisse team engaged in fabric upcycling,

07 & 08. The elderly from Soap Cycling’s MEY program instruct corporate volunteer groups.

facilitated by Soap Cycling’s MEY team.

Student Innovations

Corporate Events - From volunteering
to team building

Two student achievements deserve to be singled out:

EMPOWERMENT

First, students established crowdfunding for Soap
Cycling. Over the course of 3 semesters, different
students developed 3 campaigns to raise funds,
handed on their experience and increased professionalism each time.
01. Student team at work.

MEY 美 Program - Soap Cycling’s
neighbourhood Kwai Tsing
Representing Minority, Elderly and
Youth our MEY 美 Program provides
dignified employment opportunities
to disadvantaged groups in Hong
Kong. The Chinese character
represents what we aim to achieve
with including empowerment into
our recycling model: the MEY 美
Program is making Hong Kong a
more beautiful, sustainable and
equitable city utilizing otherwise
wasted resources.
The relationship with the core
group of elderly workers solidified
over the past year. They enjoyed the
exchange with corporate groups
and designed a neighbourhood tour
through Kwai Hing to make sharing
their experience more tangible.
Participants get a glimpse into a
social reality of Hong Kong they
have never known before.

02-05. Internship experience for young leaders

Internship Program - Experience for young leaders
Every semester about 20 undergraduate student interns from Hong
Kong and Mainland China manage operational duties ranging from
day-to-day work to strategic planning and implementation of innovative
new projects. Many of the achievements by students will not show up
specifically earmarked as student work as their contributions are woven
into all of Soap Cycling’s activities. For 2019, the operations team set up
an inventory to manage the liquid soaps better and increased the safety
of the warehouse. Another team reached out to local schools after they
adapted our awareness raising for the age group of 10 to 14 year olds.

in everyday life.

09.
For Suez, HAAC team building
experts and Soap Cycling
designed a game to combine
volunteering and the team

Engagement Program - Social inclusion in practice
Most of Soap Cycling’s supporters came to know us through volunteering
in our warehouse. Scraping soap together still is the core experience to
raise awareness for Soap Cycling’s mission. Every session brings together
Hong Kongers who would otherwise most likely never meet. Elderly
lead activities for young corporate lawyers, private wealth managers are
instructed by adults with learning disabilities, youth from disadvantaged
backgrounds and students from international elite universities work
together: this is Soap Cycling’s practical contribution towards a more
inclusive and understanding society.

Warehouse upgrade thanks to Hong Kong Round Table
Soap Cycling’s warehouse can be a bee hive bustling with activity. We
are constantly working to improve safety, cleanliness and efficient
work processes. In 2019, the warehouse got an overhaul to turn it into a
more welcoming place for the elderly thanks to the support from Hong
Kong Round Table. The charitable club accompanied Soap Cycling with
donations and advice since 2017. The investment into SC’s operational
capacities paid off with an increase in productivity, but most important
with more safe and happier elderly MEY workers!

The elderly MEY workers wealth in experience is a great match with the curiosity
of student interns and their ease of handling media tools. Thanks to this fruitful
combination, the stories of MEY workers are now available for a wider audience.
Here’s a glimpse or click through to the video:

Video: MEY-Interns Inter-generational communication
10

Second, students introduced new ways of fabric
upcycling. They seized the opportunity to apply those
new ideas for some remarkable community outreach
events where kids and adults could work together to
turn upcycled fabrics into products that can be used

From merely offering volunteering, Soap Cycling
evolved its engagement opportunities and can now
offer a diverse set of professionally managed activities.
A partnership with Soap Cycling enables a company
to combine their philanthropy, staff volunteering and
community service into a program to boost employee
engagement and achieve team building goals. In
2019, Soap Cycling started cooperating with several
professional team building providers. Feedback shows
that the combination of team building and supporting
a social cause does not compromise either goal, but
injects a whole new dimension of motivation for the
teams.

NEXT PAGE
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Since its very inception, Soap Cycling has been shipping soap to
the Philippines. ICM (International Care Ministries) is our main institutional
partner for these shipments. However, the most vital connection between
Hong Kong and the Philippines are the OFW (Overseas Foreign Workers),
contributing 10% of the workforce headcount in the city. Soap Cycling has
been blessed with great support from this community mainly through
the cherished tradition of large scale volunteering sessions organized
by our partner EmpowerU. Lovelyn lifted this connection to a new level,
culminating in the “Sponsor a box” program in 2019.

HYGIENE
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Global distribution: Focus on the Philippines
Partners for “Sponsor a Box” Program

Meet the founder of “Sponsor a Box”
Lovelyn Padernal, 43 was born and raised on the island of Iloilo in
the Philippines. In 1998, she came to Hong Kong for the first time
and has since supported her family back home as an overseas
foreign worker (OFW).
Volunteering was always close to her heart and way more than a
duty for her. Lovelyn had been a volunteer leader with HandsOn
HK for 6 years already when she learned about Soap Cycling.
With its close connection to the Philippines, Soap Cycling was the
obvious choice as a long term project for Lovelyn.

But let’s start at the beginning. It was 2017 when Lovelyn Padernal first
joined a session with Soap Cycling as a volunteer leader from HandsOn HK.
Immediately, it became clear that with her expertise in managing volunteers,
she could give important advice to Soap Cycling. From introductory briefing
to safety protocol, she restructured and updated the volunteer management
process at our warehouse.
But most important would be one of her key insights: the closer the
volunteers feel to the beneficiaries, the more rewarding is the work for
them. Systematically, Lovelyn reached out to Pinoy groups in Hong Kong
who might want to jointly support a school, a clinic or a community center
in their home town by providing them with free soap.

“

With this, the “Sponsor a box” program was born. The groups didn’t just
produce the soaps, but they would also organise fundraisers, so that they
could also cover the shipment costs for the soaps.

Small soaps, great impact: ICM distribution in the Philippines

01. Miraflor was able to help cure her son Cliford’s
skin condition thanks to the high quality soaps

12

We are always delighted to hear from individuals from the ultra-poor
communities, who receive our recycled soaps as a gift through ICM
distributions and enjoy their quality. Sometimes, the story is a bit more
dramatic, as was in Clifford’s case. The boy suffered from painful blisters on
his legs. His mum, Miraflor, a 30-year-old housewife recalled: “The condition
spread very quickly so that his legs, arms, and even his back became full
of blisters, only his face was free.” At ICM’s Transform community Miraflor
found support and hope. A small part of it were the free soaps, but their
impact was great. Through the ICM hygiene training, Miraflor was able to
develop healthy habits that will aid her for the rest of her life. While she
used to not have any family hygiene rules, she now makes bathing and
washing a priority in the household. “Thank you so much for your help. The
soap really helped Cliford’s skin heal, and it helped all of us as well,” Miraflor
said, satisfied. Cliford is finally back to being a happy, healthy, nine-year-old
boy

“Sponsor a Box” supporters’
leaderboard
GOLD: Filreflex Association Hongkongthe first group who started building a
bridge to the Philippines

Everyone can donate, money or time. Volunteering
is something of personal healing, as the activity
is so different from my regular work. That I kept
volunteering over all the years and got more and
more involved is not so much out of responsibility
that I feel, but because I feel passionate about the
cause and I wanted to put that into action. Having
a positive impact on someone’s life is really the
key to what drives me.

“

Now, they knew exactly for whom they would be producing the soaps. An
insight that comes with a huge number of positive side effects for everyone:
more fun, more productivity, more responsibility.

06. Volunteer Leader Lovelyn in her natural habitat.

SILVER: Maharlika Bliss Association regular volunteers and organisers of
outreach activities here in Hong Kong
BRONZE: Manlalakbay & Ilongga Hikers platforms for Filippino hiker groups, they
organise fundraising hikes and deserve
special thanks as most active of all
groups in volunteering at the warehouse

07 & 08. Historical record from September 2016, when Lovelyn first joined a Soap Cycling session

NEXT PAGE
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Local Distribution
Providing free soap for other charities can help them save a lot
of money, they can thus serve more beneficiaries at the same
costs. As Soap Cycling is running a bottle deposit system,
the soap is not just free, but also a sustainable option to help
reduce single use plastic.

09. Soap Cyclers pose with the residents of the Kuiyong Elderly Centre
02. Liquid soap, ready for distribution in Hong Kong.

03. Mostly elderly and families come to collect the refillable
soap bottles.

after handing out gifts and playing games for International Women’s
Day (Mar 8)
10. The Cycling for Soap Cycling 2019 crew poses at 南澳 on the western
edge of the Dapeng Peninsula after climbing some tough hills before
lunch (Mar 9)

Free soap for Hong Kong with our charity partners

11. Super Soap Cycler Gillian Bentley poses with a resident of the



Kuiyong Elderly Centre during the group interaction (Mar 8)
12. After a successful and safe journey, the Cycling for Soap Cycling 2019

The largest distribution of liquid soaps currently goes to
Asbury Methodist Social Service (循道衛理亞斯理社會服務處)
to support their “8 Treasures of Living for Grassroot Family’s
Supporting Scheme” (基層家庭生活8寶支援計劃) project,
targeting grassroots families living in inadequate housing
in Tsuen Wan. The project assists these families to build a
neighbour support network, reduce mental health issues
and helps to ease some of the economic pressure.

group poses on the beach of Xichongkou (西冲口) at the southern tip of
the Dapeng Peninsula (Mar 10)
13. Soap Cycling board member Charlotte Breyer shows off her
incredible cycling skills while HKU student intern Da Chuan 大川 looks
on in admiration (Mar 10)
14. The Soap Cycling team poses in front of the city gate of the Dapeng
Ancient City (大鹏古城), a Qing-dynasty fort filled with snacks, history,
and adventure (Mar 9)

Cycling for Soap Cycling 2019: Service trip to Dapeng

For the initial stage of the project in November 2019,
1-litre refillable bottles were distributed to 250 families.
Subsequently, Soap Cycling will provide large canisters with
shampoo and shower gel for regular refill. Free soap comes
as a welcome support, as the targeted families often run so
low a budget that they face difficulties in affording personal
hygiene products. Soap Cycling also uses the opportunity to
raise awareness for the importance of hand washing, which
is cheap yet extremely effective habit to avoid infections and
stay healthy.

2019 saw the third edition of our annual Cycling for Soap Cycling trip, an annual excursion led by our students
to distribute soap, explore local communities, and have fun. This year’s trip saw 22 brave Soap Cyclers recruited
from the Hong Kong community take the journey north of the border to the Dapeng (大鹏) peninsula just east
of Shenzhen for 3 days in March. Over 80 km of cycling through the beautiful natural landscape rewarded our
intrepid Soap Cyclers with beautiful coastal views. Delicious fresh seafood and hearty village meals on the road
gave everyone the energy to climb those tough hills. Two soap distributions were arranged by our student interns
at local elderly centres, bringing Soap Cycling’s mission to connect with the community to fruition.
04 & 05. Recipients help to prepare the 1-litre refillable soap bottles
at Asbury Methodist Social Services

14
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SOAP CYCLING
MAINLAND
CHINA
ENVIRONMENT
Since Soap Cycling started to
fully operate in mainland China
from 2017, we have established
ourselves as one of the largest
soap recycling charities there.
These 3 years, on the sustainability
side, we worked with 128 hotel
partners, from Beijing to Hainan.
Last year, with the help of 1,850
volunteers, we reached a new
milestone in collection: 10,800 kg.

EMPOWERMENT

Besides soap collection and
volunteer sessions, we have done
more to promote sustainability.
In March 2019, Soap Cycling took
part in WWF’s Earth Hour with
Shangri-La Hotel Shenzhen. We
organized
five
sustainability
workshops in Shenzhen Xiangmi
Park. Citizens, especially children
were welcomed to join our soap
DIY sessions. The DIY sessions
didn’t end when global lights went
out at night: children and their
parents kept on DIY their soap in
the hotel. We hoped to encourage
the public to understand and
develop a more environmentally
friendly lifestyle.

Mainland China by
the numbers
Soap collected
10,800 kg
Soap distributed
9,064 kg
Number of volunteers
1,850

Soap Cycling does not only commit
to resource recycling, but also
hopes to cultivate the leadership
ability of our next generation.
This year we recruited 22 interns
from the Chinese University
of Hong Kong (Shenzhen) and
the University of Hong Kong.
By contributing 10,000 working
hours, they gained practical work
experience and awareness of the
importance of corporate social
responsibility.

Besides, Soap Cycling started to work
with Shenzhen Renai Rehabilitation
Center in 2019. Since then, we are
providing working opportunities
for people with autism. They come
to our warehouse to process soap
regularly. We strongly believe that
disadvantaged groups have the
ability to participate in voluntary
work and through this kind of
cooperation, we help build their
self confidence and bring them a
message: they can contribute to
social development and the world
still needs them.

04. Earth day DIY event for public (with Shangri la)

05. Work Program for autistic population

Number of events
60
Number of interns
22

06. Volunteer session with Shenzhen Hotel Association

07. Volunteer session with Standard Chartered Bank

HYGIENE

01. Soap Angel trip with Meng Foundation

02. Soap Angel trip with Banyan Tree

In 2019, we distributed 9,064 kg processed
soap to 42,900 people in 19 provinces
of mainland China and in Cambodia,
with the help of our partners Education
In Sight, Dandelion Child Development
Center and Shanghai United Foundation.
Apart from the soap metrics, we also
developed regular educational soap
distribution trips, which we called Soap
Angel Program. This year, we organized 35
angels from CUHKSZ, KPMG and Banyan
Tree Hotels and Resorts to distribute soap
with knowledge about hygiene and mental
health in Yunnan and Guangdong.

08. Distribution trip with Hilton

09. Soap Angel trip with Banyan Tree

NEXT PAGE
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03. Soap Angel trip with KPMG
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SOAP CYCLING
SINGAPORE
2019 marked many firsts for Soap
Cycling Singapore (SCSG).
SCSG found its first community
partner in SG Accident Help
Centre (SGAHC), which led to our
first major soap distribution in
Singapore to migrant workers,
a key beneficiary group SGAHC
serves. With this, the stage was set
for more milestones to be achieved.
We attained social enterprise
status through raISE, established
our first routine collection with
seven hotel partners, held regular
communty-based
volunteering
sessions with injured migrant
workers and distributed soap

Meet Singapore’s new director
to over 1,200 migrant workers
in Singapore, and made soap
available to 3,500 people in the
region. This was complemented
by new initiatives such as
housekeepers’ training sessions
and school engagements, which
are set to be developed further in
2020 and beyond.
We have also engaged 36 student
interns since our inception – our
youth continue to be an integral
part of the SCSG story, injecting
their passion and creativity into
the different areas of our work,
which encompasses marketing
& publicity, outreach efforts and
operations.

SCSG also welcomed our first
staff member, Jacqueline Tan as
Partnerships Manager. She brings
with her a wealth of experience in
the non-profit sector, and much
of the progress that SCSG has
made in 2019 can be attributed to
Jacqueline’s dedication. She has
worked closely with SCSG’s Board
Members & Advisors to build
meaningful partnerships with
our existing hotel and corporate
partners, and also forged new
collaborations with three more
hotels, schools and corporates.

Singapore by the numbers
Soap Collected
1349.5 kg

Dear Soap Cyclers,
My personal journey with Soap Cycling began in 2018 in Hong Kong
where I did a stint as an intern for six months. The experience left a
deep impression on me. It became a cause close to my heart and I
continued to volunteer with SCSG after moving back to Singapore.
The fact that a humble bar of soap can be life-saving – yet is something
countless communities have no access to – also struck a chord with
me.
For those of us who have volunteered or interned with Soap Cycling,
we’ve also had the privilege to forge friendships with people in the
communities we serve. I have fond memories of my time spent with
the elderly folks who are part of the MEY (美) programme in Hong Kong.
I always looked forward to them calling me “kit zai” (傑仔), their term of
endearment for me, and listening to their life-enriching stories. Back
in Singapore, I get to interact and exchange stories with our migrant
worker volunteers. Soap Cycling has always been community-centric,
and for that, I am grateful – as it not only allows me to serve but also
lets me share the lives of those we engage with.

Number of Collect Partners (Hotels, Individuals,
Manufacturers
7
Soap distributed
802.5 kg
Number of Beneficiary Groups
27 (10 Contributions)
Number of volunteers (corporate and regular volunteers)
1,147
Number of events
31
Number of interns
16 (total 36)

SCSG is immensely grateful for the support of all its stakeholders, a
number of whom have supported us from Day One when we were still
a fledgling group. And to everyone else who has given their time and
effort to help nurture and build SCSG – thank you! We look forward to
making an impact in the community and beyond with your continued
support.
Jeremy Chia
Director, Soap Cycling Singapore

01. Migrant worker volunteer Hou Yan Ming conducting

02. Children from a village in Bangladesh received our

03. Our first housekeepers’ training with the Park Hotel

a soap scraping demo for students

soap.

Group.

04. College students learning how to repurpose and

05. SCSG team with volunteers and AMEX staff at their

06. AMEX staff in a soap scraping session, presided by

07. Soap Cycling Singapore Director

08. Soap Cycling Singapore interns help out

pack soap from our migrant worker volunteers

Christmas charity event

one of SCSG’s migrant worker volunteers

Jeremy Chia

with our monthly hotel soap collections.

09. Celebrating Global Handwashing Day with LUSH

10. SCSG & Credit Suisse at a charity bingo event

NEXT PAGE
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SOAP CYCLING
MYANMAR
Soap Cycling started its new
journey to Myanmar in 2019 and
established operations. The great
work of 8 hardworking interns from
Hong Kong University through the
SVM program was really helpful
to the establishment and SCMM
empowered the university student
interns by providing valuable
and meaningful real-life working
experiences. We could successfully
build relationships and become
partners with the Association of

Annual Report 2019

SCMM has been establishing important relationships throughout 2019 that helped us grow and will
hopefully share our exciting journey in the future:
Myanmar Housekeeper for soap
collection, Yangon University
Volunteers Club and Care Teen
for volunteering, Experiential
Learning Asia, and Children &
Charity Myanmar as community
partners. Volunteer workforce
in recycling sessions and
distributions to the underprivileged community throughout
the year was tremendous.
Significant contributions to the
budding operations of SCMM
came through the support from
the SC global support team.

Myanmar by the
numbers
Soap collected
221.8 kg
Soap distributed
218.8 kg
Number of volunteers
45
Number of events
1

Association of housekeepers:
supporting our soap collections, main source of our soaps
Yangon University Volunteer Club:
students come and volunteer with soap processing, preparation for distribution, distribution and public events
Care Teen:
students from different universities gather as a team to volunteer with soap processing, preparation for
distribution, distribution and public events
Experiential Learning Asia:
collaborate with us to arrange service trips for the international intern students and stand as a community
partner
Children & Charity Myanmar:
community partner that connects us to recipients and brings the soap into the right hands

02. Distribution to the monastic school at Dala township which is situated across the river
from Yangon and a shelter to over 700 children from all corners of Myanmar on 2nd August

04. Children with the free soaps they made with the help of volunteers
in a session by Soap Cycling Myanmar at the Secretariat building for
2days public event “Family Weekend Activities” (28-29 September)
01. Soap Cycling Myanmar’s country manager Jone Thet Htar Swe (standing, first left) and 2019 summer interns at a monastic boarding school in Southern Shan
State after hygiene awareness sharing and soap distribution to the kids, novices and nuns (23 June)
03. Volunteers distributing soaps as Christmas and New Year gift to the children from poor
families on December 28

NEXT PAGE
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SOAP CYCLING’S KEY SUPPORTERS
Some of our supporters did not appear in the report up to now, yet we are very grateful for their generous,
much-needed support in 2019. Thank you for accompaning SC on its journey over the years.

The steady and continued support from Chow Tai Fook Charity Foundation was as crucial for Soap
Cycling in 2019 as it has been all the years before. Our founding sponsor has allowed Soap Cycling
to work without worrying about one of the most difficult assets in Hong Kong: a space to work. The
warehouse is the beating heart of our operations and provided to Soap Cycling for free. Soap Cycling
is truly grateful for their support and we are looking forward to future cooperation.

The Ming Fai Group donated tremendous amounts of support to our China operations since 2017 as
Soap Cycling was able to scale up our operations and spread to hotels throughout China. Ming Fai’s
space in Shenzhen hosted over 1,800 volunteers and saw almost 10,000 kg of soap collected from
Beijing to Chengdu to Hainan. More importantly, with the support of Ming Fai, Soap Cycling was able
to ship out a record amount of soap to schoolchildren in Yunnan (9,000 kg) in 2019. Ming Fai’s support
is crucial to allowing Soap Cycling to expand rapidly in the China market.

The Sustainable Development Fund (SDF) has been established to provide a source of financial
support for initiatives that will help develop a strong public awareness of the principles of sustainable
development and to encourage sustainable practices in Hong Kong. In 2019, Soap Cycling was awarded
a grant from SDF for our “Green Tourism, Green Lives: Promoting Sustainability in Hong Kong’s
Hospitality Industry” project. Soap Cycling hopes to expand our already robust hotel soap recycling
operations, while simultaneously engaging in more community-driven education opportunities.

With collections in Japan, Korea, Singapore, China and Hong Kong the partnership with Hilton Hotel
Group kept flourishing in 2019. The high quality soaps are well received by all beneficiaries and covering
collection costs makes Hilton Hotel Group an indispensable partner. It’s great that the relationship
gets topped off with volunteer engagement of Hilton staff.

Nothing is better than processing and giving out the soap themselves. As one of our important partners
in mainland China, KPMG has done 8 volunteer sessions these years. 300 volunteers processed 700kg
of soap in total, which benefited 4000 kids. What’s more, they became our Soap Angel to distribute
soap and visited schools with us.

Credit Suisse remains steady at Soap Cycling’s side, supporting financially and through volunteer
engagement. Dedicated volunteers in Hong Kong supported operations with over 400 volunteer
hours in 2019. As a true partner, the Credit Suisse team allows Soap Cycling to innovate and is always
willing to go the extra mile with us, expanding fabric upcycling for their corporate shirts and building
a close bond with our MEY team.
Soap Cycling is grateful to Credit Suisse for extending this firm support to Singapore. In the past
year, Credit Suisse Singapore has invited Soap Cycling Singapore to share at their team’s corporate
bonding sessions and conduct activities during their Quiz & Bingo events. Soap Cycling Singapore
also participated in their ActiveNetwork Lifestyle Roadshow in October last year.

Standard Chartered Bank has always been one of our most passionate and productive corporate
volunteering teams. In 2019, they have sent 320 volunteers to conduct 8 soap making workshops, in
which 1800kg of soap is processed. Over these years in mainland China, 3500kg of soap is processed
by 1000 staff from Standard Chartered Bank.

Soap Cycling Hong Kong is looking forward to expanding the partnership with Expedia, which was
grounded by a generous donation in 2019.

Soap Cycling Hong Kong is deeply grateful for the loyal support from the gentlemen at Hong Kong
Round Table. (Refer to Pg 11 for more details on HK Round Table’s contributions).

Sustaining Partners:
BNP Paribas, DBS, Goldman Sachs, HKEX, Morgan Stanley, PWC, Starbucks, Trinseo.

We are thankful to all our partners and supporters. For an extensive list, visit www.soapcycling.org/partners.
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SOAP CYCLING’S KEY CHARITY PARTNERS

SOAP CYCLING
— Team Members

Only change is permanent

We’re a diverse and well-integrated team who are all excited
and committed to developing Soap Cycling into Asia’s next
great charity.
Almost every week volunteers sign up through HandOn Hong Kong’s
platform to come to the warehouse and support Soap Cycling.
Cooperation is always smooth and we enjoy working together to keep
that flow of soap going into the hands of those who need it and reduce
waste.

It is always great, when synergies develop. So we added the network of
Amber Foundation’s individual collection points, Soap Cycling’s logistic
expertise and its partner charity network in Hong Kong. And only in
2019, together we managed to rescue airline kits from being discarded
and distributed completed sets to Refugee Union and other charity
partners in Hong Kong.

Impact HK’s beneficiaries Ka Man and A Seng are the backbone of
our collection protocol. We’re also happy that we were able to provide
7565 hygiene kits for distribution during the kindness walks and gave
almost 400kg of soap bars for Impact HK’s beneficiaries.

While the role of Foodlink is to rescue safe-to-eat surplus food from
F&B outlets all over the city and deliver to those in need, they also ease
the burden of Soap Cycling by collecting bottled amenities from certain
hotel partners in common. As well as delivering liquid soaps directly to
SC’s warehouse via their own logistic capacity, their driver also picks
up shampoo and shower gel consolidated in 1 litre and 5 litre bottles in
return and distributes those to other NGO partners. This closely worked
partnership further expands Soap Cycling’s Hong Kong impact to the
other less fortunate communities.

Justen Li

David Bishop

CHAIRMAN

FOUNDER & DIRECTOR

Jon Pedersen

Marcel Thurau

Stanley Pang

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

Goodbye Pat Davis.
In November, the team
sadly bid farewell to Patrick Davis,
who set sails for new challenges.
First joining as an intern then
becoming its General Manager in
2016, Pat transformed a studentfounded charity into the sustainable
and innovative social enterprise
Soap Cycling is now, still small but
impactful. He focused on corporate
engagement for fundraising and
led the expansion into new markets
such as Shenzhen and Singapore.
Patrick’s passion in creating a more
equitable and sustainable world for
all was evidenced in the launch of the
“MEY (美) Program”, which became
a strategic pillar of Soap Cycling’s
empowerment program. We at
Soap Cycling would like to express
our immense gratitude to Patrick
for his tireless work in expanding the
charity’s positive impact at home
and abroad.

Welcome Ronald Ho.

In mainland China, EDUCATION IN SIGHT has been our biggest charity
partner which distributed 10,000kg of soap to 30,000 kids. We also
work together to develop our soap angel program, which we will send
corporate and student volunteers to visit the schools and teach the kids
knowledge about physical and mental health.

Since its founding in 2012, Soap Cycling has maintained a committed
focus on serving the needs of Hong Kong’s youth by providing unique
and transformative leadership education opportunities. This has
largely been made possible through the Social Venture Management
Internship Course at HKU, which has provided Soap Cycling with over
220 student interns, contributing over 25,000 hours, to date.

Focussing on transforming the lives of the ultra-poor, ICM includes soap
distribution into their programs’ hygiene education. For 2019, almost 1
ton of soap was given, helping 33,571 households in 1,189 communities
distribute over 10 different bases of ICM. Soap Cycling’s most important
reward for the cooperation are the many uplifting stories about how
our soap helped change lives for the better.

Patrick Davis

CK Li

Matthew Mo

GENERAL MANAGER

CHINA MANAGER

WAREHOUSE MANAGER

Charlotte Breyer

Ming Chan

William Akers

ADVISER

ADVISER

ADVISER

Foundation for Shared Impact has provided Soap Cycling with
much needed support, such as fundraising events, marketing and
communication efforts, hosting us at their coworking space located
in Shek Tong Tsui, and more. With their help, we are able to scale
effectively and fill the gaps in our business operations.

As we welcome on
board our new General Manager,
Ronald Ho, we look forward to a
new journey of further impact as
he brings with him his 12 years
of managerial experience in an
international charity’s recycling
program.
“It is really a marvelous opportunity
for me to join Soap Cycling,” said
Ronald. “While I am starting a new
page in my career, I am glad to be still
serving a charity, and contribute to
positive environmental impact and
youth and elderly empowerment.
Moving forward, I endeavor to
enlarge the positive impact of Soap
Cycling, with the valuable support of
our stakeholders”
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SOAP CYCLING
— Financial Statement 2019

P.S.: BECAUSE COVID-19…

Soap Cycling receives no government funding or support. We provide our upcycled amenities for distribution free of charge
to charities in Hong Kong and across Asia. Our work is made possible through the donations we accept in exchange for
providing corporate volunteer sessions, our fundraising events, and the grants and donations we receive from individuals,
corporates, and foundations.

Statement of Income for the period from 1 November 2018 to 31 October 2019
								HK$			Mix

Revenues
Donations.............................................................................................1,008,894 		

66%

Government grant from SDF..............................................................360,000			

23%

Donations received for SDF Project..................................................99,482			

6%

Waiver of loan from a committee member......................................50,000			

3%

More than 1 million people in Hong Kong count on
nonprofit organizations for basic necessities and other
critical support. But almost every NGO has suffered
a reduction in funding, and has needed to reduce its
services.
Thanks to the tremendous support from our
stakeholders and donors, Soap Cycling was staying
afloat and serving our local community more than
ever.

Total Revenue......................................................................................1,535,776		 100%

Salaries and MPF Contribution.........................................................450,718 			

29%

SDF Project Expenses........................................................................358,352			

23%

Soap Cycling China.............................................................................330,000			

21%

Rent, Rates, Property Management Fee & Utilities Fee..................113,859			

7%

Logistics expenses..............................................................................76,101			5%
Event expenses....................................................................................70,098			4%
Administrative & Marketing expenses..............................................43,216			

3%

Insurance..............................................................................................39,030			2%
Consumable.........................................................................................35,476			2%
Depreciation.........................................................................................24,157			2%
Volunteer Subsidies.............................................................................15,946			1%

Every ask for a donation for Soap Cycling is in
fact also a plea from me personally. I would
love to continue the journey of engagement
with Soap Cycling: Leading a respectful and
sincere team, helping the community through
this difficult crisis, and building a charity that
serves Hong Kong well.
Your support, at whatever amount, will be
valued and put to good use to keep this going.
The whole team at Soap Cycling pledges to
take this opportunity to reflect whether we
can work even more efficiently, how we can
improve our programs, what can be adjusted
in our operations, so that we can create a better
impact for all - making Hong Kong a more
sustainable and more equitable society.

Sundry Incomes...................................................................................17,400			1%

Expenses

Personal Message from our Chairman
Justen Li:

Become a #Soaperhero -

Scan these...

Sponsor free hygiene for
someone in Hong Kong!

...to support our online
donation campaign
bit.ly/donate_to_

For example:
Your donation of HKD140 - Soap Cycling
can provide enough bar soap for 1 person
for 1 full year
1 yr
$140

SoapCycling

...to start your
own fundraising
campaign:
bit.ly/fundraising_for_

Sundry Expenses.................................................................................15,642			1%

SoapCycling
Total Expenses ....................................................................................1,572,595		
Surplus/ (Deficit)					

100%

-36,819

Your donation of HKD 336 - Soap Cycling
can provide enough shampoo & shower
gel for 1 person for 1 full year
1 yr
$336

...for direct donations via bank transfer
https://www.soapcycling.org/donate
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For a greater breakdown of Soap Cycling’s finances, see our publicly available audits here: https://www.soapcycling.org/our-story
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CONTACT US
Soap Cycling has established itself on the Hong Kong nonprofit scene as an innovative and
impactful start-up. The challenge for the years to come will be to scale up our impact to save more
lives, and develop a sustainable business model, all while finding new ways to reduce hotel waste
and develop the next generation of socially-minded leaders.
We are working very hard to turn Soap Cycling into a fully self-sustained social enterprise, and over
the past year most of our revenue has been generated internally from bespoke services we provided
to corporate partners.
But in order to usher in the next five years of our growth, we need your help. Please consider
donating to help scale up Soap Cycling’s MEY (美) Program, and help us bring a more beautiful future
to Hong Kong and its youth!
If you are...
• A hotel which hopes to reduce the waste of used soap and promote your brand image;
• A corporate or public entity who wants to make a contribution;
• A corporate team looking for a fun and easy team building event while simultaneously supporting a
charity;
• A nonprofit organization that may have synergies with Soap Cycling’s endeavours; or
• An individual keen on giving back to society and devoting your time and manpower or money for a
valuable and important cause.
...then please contact Soap Cycling at via our information below

Website

Email

www.soapcycling.org

info@soapcycling.org

Address
Warehouse: 1704-05 World Peace Centre, 55 Wo Tong Tsui
Street, Kwai Chung

Social Media
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/soap-cycling/
Facebook: SoapCycling
Wechat: SoapCycling

We always strive for improvement in everything that we do, and we therefore sincerely welcome and value
your feedback on everything related to Soap Cycling and its activities. You can provide anonymous feedback,
lodge a complaint, or compliment by visiting www.soapcycling.org/contact and filling in the form.
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